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Archbold Magistrates' Courts Criminal Practice is aimed at
solicitors and key government institutions within the criminal
justice sector. The work is designed to be an authoritative
and comprehensive text dealing with practice, procedures,
and law pertinent to the magistrates' courts. It is essential to
all those involved in making the system effective: practitioners
prosecuting or defending, authorities, magistrates and those
responsible for advising them in the administration of the
courts. It is portable and usable as a stand-alone reference in
magistrates' court proceedings.
In direct response to your feedback we are introducing a new
sentencing supplement to the Archbold service that will
include the Sentencing Guidelines in full, as they are
published by the Sentencing Council. The sentencing
supplement also includes the relevant authorities and an
abridged version of the Magistrates' Court sentencing
guideline. The original pagination from the guidelines will be
retained in the paragraph numbering for easy reference. -publisher website.
Published in conjunction with The City Law School, the Bar
Manuals are written specifically for students on the Bar
Professional Training Course by expert teams of practising
barristers and current or former tutors. Each manual provides
a practical guide to the law, practice, and procedure of the
individual subject, and offers clear explanations of the
relevant substantive and procedural law. Where appropriate,
the manuals contain worked examples, sample
documentation, and exercises Criminal Litigation and
Sentencing offers an excellent introduction to the criminal
justice system and the rules and procedures which govern the
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role of the criminal advocate. The manual provides practical
guidance on all aspects of a criminal case, from arrest and
charge, to trial, appeals, and sentence. Full consideration Is
given to criminal proceedings in magistrates', youth, and
Crown courts, so that the trainee barrister is fully prepared for
practice
Criminal Litigation and Sentencing gives the reader a detailed
understanding of the key laws, rules, and procedures
underpinning the criminal justice system from arrest and
charge of a suspect, to trial, sentencing, and appeal.
Prosecution cases in the magistrates', Crown, youth, and
appellant courts are each fully covered.
This volume covers all criminal matters dealt with in the
magistrates court, including Youth Courts and procedure prior
to trial in the Crown Court. This new edition includes
coverage of the new Criminal Procedure Rules and the latest
case law.
This book provides a one-stop-shop for magistrates court
work with no need to consult other references. It ensures
portability with a one-volume format, ideal for court use, and
covers all criminal matters dealt with in the magistrates court,
including Youth Courts and procedure prior to trial in the
Crown Court. Following a chronological order, it covers pretrial matters, specific offences, trial and sentencing. The book
includes full citation of authorities from statute and case law
to provide an authoritative exposition of the law which can be
cited in court, and provides practical guidance on substantive
law, showing what the prosecution must prove, defences and
sentencing for each offence. This book features specialist
coverage of Youth Courts, dealing with the regime for
vulnerable witnesses and case law including cases relating to
ASBOs. It sets out how to deal with mentally disordered
offenders, showing what special arrangements apply. Sexual
Offences Act 2003, it offers expert guidance on sentencing,
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covering changes under the Criminal Justice Act 2003 and
guidelines from the Sentencing Guidelines Council, together
with advice on aggravating and mitigating circumstances. The
book deals with extradition responsibilities for magistrates
and contains procedural checklists to ensure quick reference
and easy access to key information. Including flowcharts and
diagrams to clarify complex areas such as dealing with young
offenders, it includes relevant materials such as PACE
Codes, Guidelines and Rules, that keeps you up-to-date with
a supplementation service.
The fourth edition of this best-selling book has been
thoroughly revised to take into account recent developments
in the law in criminal practice and procedure across the
region. The only textbook that explores criminal practice and
procedure as it relates to the Commonwealth Caribbean, the
book clarifies the state law in each of 11 jurisdictions, at the
same time making it clear when laws are the same or similar
and highlighting where differences among jurisdictions occur.
Both statute law and common law are examined in the
relevant jurisdictions, which include Trinidad and Tobago,
Guyana, Barbados, Jamaica and Grenada amongst others.
The impact of statutory changes in the laws are analysed, as
well as recent developments in the common law. Throughout
the text the statutory law in the Commonwealth Caribbean is
compared to similar English legislation, in the light of the
analysis of such legislation in English case law.
Commonwealth Caribbean Criminal Practice and Procedure
is the recommended textbook for all profes- sional law
schools in the Commonwealth Caribbean and is used at
regional universities as a reference book for criminal justice
students. In addition, as the only book that deals specifically
with criminal practice and procedure in the regions, it has
proved a valuable reference tool for legal practitioners,
judicial officers and police officers.
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The Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005 completely overhauled
Scottish Licensing law, sweeping away the Licensing
(Scotland) Act 1976 and necessitating a completely new
edition of his essential text. Since then there have been
substantial and intricate changes effected by the Criminal
Justice and Licensing (Scotland) Act 2010 and the Alcohol
etc (Scotland) Act 2010.In this third edition, Jack Cummins
again sets out the text of the 2005 Act, incorporating
amendments, together with key regulations to which constant
reference will be required. This new edition also takes into
account a stream of cases from the sheriff court and Court of
Session since the previous edition.
Archbold : Magistrates' Courts Criminal Practice 2007
Criminal Litigation: Practice and Procedure provides a
thorough and practical guide to all areas of the law and
practice with which the aspiring criminal litigator needs to be
familiar. Written with the LPC in mind, this book is suitable for
both the core module of Criminal Litigation and the Advanced
Criminal Practice option.

Criminal Litigation and Sentencing offers an
introduction to the law, principles and practices of
criminal procedure that govern the role of the
criminal advocate across the full range of criminal
proceedings, including trial in the magistrates, youth
and Crown courts. The manual has been fully
updated in light of recent legal developments,
including the Criminal Procedure Rules 2010,
implementation of the Crime & Security Act 2010
and coverage of gang crimes and court/police
powers under the Crime and Security Act 2010.
Additional forms and examples of completed
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paperwork have been added to assist with a
practical understanding of this topic. Criminal
Litigation and Sentencing is essential reading for all
trainee barristers, and is also a useful source of
reference for junior practitioners wishing to refresh
their knowledge of the criminal justice system and its
procedures.
Specifically designed and written for use on the
advanced criminal litigation option on the Bar
Professional Training Course, this manual adopts a
pragmatic approach to its treatment of criminal law
and focuses specifically on those areas of criminal
law which are most important to the junior criminal
practitioner and which they are most likely to
encounter during their first years in practice. Split
into three distinct parts, the first part of the manual
deals with the crucial procedural aspects of criminal
law which will be encountered in practice, including
the scope of legal powers to enter and search
premises, and abuse of process. Part II covers
selected areas of the substantive law, which are
particularly relevant to the junior practitioner,
including public order offences, dangerous drugs,
offensive weapons, and drink driving and road traffic
offences. The final section features an extended
case study focusing on features which the
practitioner will commonly encounter in practice,
including police witnesses, custody records and
conflicts of interest between defendants. Including
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realistic case papers and typical exhibits, this section
also features a set of tasks to perform and a sample
answer offering trainee barristers the opportunity to
practice applying their skills in a criminal litigation
context. This new edition has been updated to reflect
significant developments in case law and in
particular, the title has been revised to include new
offences relating to inciting hatred on the grounds of
sexual orientation.
Specifically designed and written for use on the
advanced criminal litigation option on the Bar
Vocational Course, this manual adopts a pragmatic
approach to its treatment of criminal law and focuses
specifically on those areas of criminal law which are
most important to the junior criminal practitioner and
which they are most likely to encounter during their
first years in practice. Split into three distinct parts,
the first part of the manual deals with the crucial
procedural aspectsof criminal law which will be
encountered in practice, including the scope of legal
powers to enter and search premises, and abuse of
process. Part II covers selected areas of the
substantive law, which are particularly relevant to the
junior practitioner, including public order offences,
dangerous drugs, offensive weapons, and drink
driving and road traffic offences. The final section
features an extended case study focusing on
features which the practitioner will commonly
encounter in practice, including police witnesses,
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custody records and conflicts of interest between
defendants. Including realistic case papers and
typical exhibits, this section also features a set of
tasks to perform and a sample answer offering
trainee barristers the opportunity to practise applying
their skills in a criminal litigation context.
Nutcases provide in-depth case analysis of the facts,
principles and decision of the most important cases
in an area of law. They include a number of features
such as boxed "think points" to make them easy to
use and retain the information. Nutcases are an
essential revision aid and ideal for getting fully up to
speed with a new subject.
In this concise and valuable book the authors distil
their vast expertise for the benefit of all those
needing quick and targeted points of reference on
key aspects of magistrates’ court law, whether as
newcomers, justices, legal advisers, or criminal
practitioners. Hugely informed and presented in an
accessible format, it explains the central law,
practice and procedure of these courts. The
framework of summary justice has changed
comprehensively in the past decade in terms of
evidence, procedure, guidelines, sentencing, training
and the fair but efficient expedition of cases. This
book sets out these developments as well as
inescapable aspects of case management. Gathers
core information in one place. Sets out key
processes in a manageable and readable way.
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Reviews 'Readable and blissfully concise... There
are some nuggets for every reader, however much
we might think we know... An excellent addition to
the bookshelf at a modest price'-- The Law Society
Gazette (external link). ‘Howard Riddle and Robert
Zara have effectively produced a must-read for any
judge, magistrate or lawyer practising in the
magistrates’ courts. This book will become the
reference book to carry to court … We thoroughly
recommend it to all new judges, deputies and
magistrates’— Emma Arbuthnot, Senior District
Judge (Chief Magistrate) for England and Wales;
John Bache, Chairman of the Magistrates
Association; Duncan Webster, Chairman,
Magistrates’ Leadership Executive. ‘A very clear,
succinct and practical guide which would be of great
value to a pupil or junior practitioner finding their
feet’— Anna Banfield, BPP. ‘How useful your book is
and how clear and well written I have found it.
Undoubtedly an extremely useful resource’— Tom
Lees JP, Greater Manchester.
Archbold Magistrates' Courts Criminal Practice 2020Archbold
Magistrates' Courts Criminal Practice 2004-2005Supplement
to the 2004-2005 Edition Up-to-date to March 7,
2005Archbold Magistrates' Courts Criminal Practice
2018Archbold Magistrates' Courts Criminal Practice 2015
Pocket-sized, portable and practical, this book is an
indispensable, complete guide for the busy court advocate.
Its unique format, clear layout, and concise style allows
practitioners to find essential information instantly when under
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pressure in court. Includes extensive coverage of offences,
sentencing, procedure, and evidence.
This work provides comprehensive coverage of criminal law
and procedure in the magistrates courts, including the Youth
court, from pre-trial through to sentencing and costs.
Covers criminal matters dealt in the magistrates' court,
including the Youth Courts. This book provides information for
prosecuting, defending or trying criminal offences tried in the
magistrates' court, and also deals with procedural matters
prior to trial in the Crown Court. It covers pre-trial matters,
trial, specific offences and sentencing.
The fifth edition of this best-selling book has been thoroughly
revised to take into account recent developments in the law in
criminal practice and procedure across the region. As the only
textbook to explore criminal practice and procedure as it
relates to the Commonwealth Caribbean, the book clarifies
the state law in each of 11 jurisdictions, while at the same
time making it clear when laws are the same or similar and
highlighting where differences among jurisdictions occur. Both
statute law and common law are examined in the relevant
jurisdictions, which include Trinidad and Tobago, Guyana,
Barbados, Jamaica and Grenada amongst others. The impact
of statutory changes in the laws are analysed, as well as
recent developments in the common law. Throughout the text
the statutory law in the Commonwealth Caribbean is
compared with similar English legislation, in light of the
analysis of such legislation in English case law. This book is
the recommended textbook for all professional law schools in
the Commonwealth Caribbean and is used at regional
universities as a reference book for criminal justice students.
In addition, as the only book that deals specifically with
criminal practice and procedure in the regions, it has proved a
valuable reference tool for legal practitioners, judicial officers
and police officers.
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